1 I would like to acknowledge the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, the National Endowment for the , and the University at Buffalo College of Arts and Sciences and Humanities Institute for funding for the work underlying the results reported here. I would also like to thank Scott Farrar, Roland Kießling, and Rebecca Voll for their input on the work described here. 2 Of course, the status of groups like Nilo-Saharan and Khoisan as true genealogical units is far from clear (see, e.g., Bender (2000: 43) for a sympathetic but critical take on Nilo-Saharan and Güldemann & Vossen (2000: 99-103 ) for a less sympathetic critical assessment of Khoisan), as is the unity of all the languages subsumed under Niger-Congo (with Mande, in particular, considered problematic (see, e.g., Mukarovsky (1977: 4-6) 3 The map is based on Hombert (1980:84) . It appears to be largely accurate, having elicited no notable disagreement from a large number of consultants when shown to them. However, the precise positions of the villages have yet to be verified using modern mapping technologies, and the larger areas which are under the control of each village are not known. 4 While the thirteen villages discussed here are the ones that have been generally recognized in the literature and by consultants as found in the region, they are not an exhaustive enumeration of settled areas. For example, between Mekaf and Kung there is a market area called Yemgeh which is either within or on the border of Lower Fungom and which some people consider a village but others characterize along the lines of a squatter settlement (see Troyer et al. 1995 for some discussion of Yemgeh). Furthermore, some villages are associated with secondary settled areas (e.g., there is a detached settled area associated with Mundabli known as Mundabli Overside) which have not been properly surveyed and whose precise relationships to the more central settlements is not fully understood. (For example, some of them may be occupied only seasonally.) 5 Existing work on the languages of the region is limited. Chilver & Kaberry (1974:37-40) contains the first documentation of any of the Lower Fungom languages I am aware of with Naki, Koshin, and Mbu' wordlists, Hombert (1980) is an important early comparative work, first proposing the existence of the Beboid family comprising most of the region's languages, and Hamm et al. (2002) report on the results of a limited survey of the region's speech varieties. The Naki language has seen the most detailed study (see Kum (2002 Kum ( , 2007 and Good (2009+)) of the region's languages, though these studies were based on work with speakers from the village of Mekaf, whose location is given in figure 1 but which lies just outside of Lower Fungom itself.
The results reported here going beyond the cited sources have arisen from several field trips since 2004 by the author and associates.
All of the languages of Lower Fungom are currently classified within the southern branch of
Bantoid-a subfamily of Benue-Congo comprising the Bantu languages and their closest relatives, and this aspect of their classification seems comfortable based on the presence of noun class systems in all the region's languages with parallels to the reconstructed Proto-Bantu noun class system that seem impossible to attribute to chance but are distinct enough not to be obviously "Bantu" (see Farrar & Good (2008) ), though it should be pointed out that the precise boundary between Bantu and Bantoid has yet to be delineated (see Schadeberg 2003: 154-155) as well as the boundary between Bantoid and Benue-Congo (see Williamson & Blench 2000:34) .
Beyond this, however, the picture becomes more complicated. Survey work has substantiated the classifications of Hamm et al. (2002) at the level of "language" as comprising either dialect clusters or small, shallow language families. However, the sociolinguistic dynamics of the region make arriving at even at an initial division between "languages" and "dialects" difficult. With the exception of the village of Mashi, which identifies itself as part of a larger cluster of Naki speaking villages, the rest of which lie outside of Lower Fungom, the general linguistic attitude of the region is one where each village views itself as speaking its own "talk", even if, in some cases, its variety is quite similar to those of another village (see also Hamm et al. (2002: 9) ). This attitude of linguistic fragmentation is paralleled by the region's political fragmentation wherein each village-again, except for Mashi-is independent in traditional political terms (see also Hamm et al. 2002: 15) . Therefore, at the present level of understanding, speech varieties classed as "languages" in Lower Fungom are best understood conservatively to represent low-level genealogical units rather than actual languages in the conventional sense.
More problematic are the subgroupings in We can therefore summarize the linguistic situation of Lower Fungom as follows, keeping in mind the various caveats mentioned above. The region contains seven indigenous languages, six of which are not found outside of the region (the exception being Naki, spoken in Mashi). These languages represent at least "two and a half" distinct Bantoid lineages under the most liberal lumping hypothesis (presented in table 1) and possibly up to seven distinct Bantoid lineages under the most conservative splitting hypothesis. As the basis of the Western Beboid classification appears to be primarily one based on geographic and "wastebasket" criteria, in my own view, at present, the bias should be towards the splitting hypothesis over the lumping.
Lower Fungom as a (micro-)accretion zone
Nichols ( could be interpreted as being around that age, or a bit older, depending on whether or not their diversification is treated as part of the larger Bantu movements. This is an old date, but appears to be somewhat less ancient than state-of-the-art dates for Indo-European of around 6,000 years as its minimum age (Anthony 2007: 39-82) , an informal "baseline" for an ancient lineage. More importantly, even if we put Bantoid itself on the borderline of being "ancient", there is no evidence that any of the particular lineages within Lower Fungom represent anything like a first branching out of Bantoid-meaning that their split is likely a good deal younger than Bantoid itself. Future work on reconstruction should clarify this picture, but for now, we should probably not assume that Lower Fungom harbors truly ancient lineages.
On Nichols' (1992) criterion of high structure diversity for Lower Fungom, the picture is more mixed. First and foremost, we must recognize that there is a problem regarding documentation: No language of the area has even a sketch grammar, and field work is in relatively early stages. Additionally, of course, given the relative genealogical homogeneity of the region, we would not expect the same level of structural diversity as a region like the Caucasus (and this is not to mention the much smaller size of the region), where, for example, head-marking Abkhaz can be set against dependent-marking Chechen (Nichols 1986: 59).
However, we can still say a few things about how these languages pattern structurally.
In areal terms, it is helpful to view these languages as belonging to a typological buffer zone in the sense of Stilo (2004) singular/plural alternations marked on nouns-in a pairing that can be associated with the ProtoBantu 9/10 class-solely via tone alternations (see Hombert 1980 and Farrar & Good 2008) where the singular is associated with a lower tone and the plural a higher tone. This pattern reconstructs to a situation where the class 9 prefix had a form like *ì-and the class 10 prefix a form like *í-(a situation actually attested in Fən), with subsequent loss of the segmental material of the prefix and transfer of tone to the stem. Thus, the distinction between singular and plural is maintained, but its exponence shifts from agglutination to tonal ablaut. A comparable pattern is found for a noun class pair that can be associated with Proto-Bantu 3/4 and reconstructed as *u-/ *-i. In Ji, Fang, and Koshin, the prefixes have been replaced by initial consonant mutations where a labial or labialized initial consonant is associated with the singular and a palatal or give us a clearer picture of the specific contours of this typological clash has taken on within the Lower Fungom area. While it would be a stretch to say that the languages of the region demonstrate particular structural diversity on a global scale, it does not seem out of the question that one will eventually find that they are relatively structurally diverse, given their close genealogical relations.
While Lower Fungom may not be a prototypical accretion zone in terms of genealogical diversity, lineage time depth, or structural diversity, it comes much closer to the prototype when we examine the other properties of accretion zones proposed by Nichols. Setting aside the Bantu spread, which we will take up in more detail below, there is not evidence that the region has been subject to any further massive language spreads. The Fən group, and to a lesser extent the Ji group, appear to have spread within their immediate areas-but we see nothing even remotely resembling the kinds of language movements repeatedly witnessed on, for example, the Eurasian steppe.
Additionally, there is no clear center of innovation within the region. As we have seen, the region is not immune to areal influences (presumably emanating from the Macro-Sudan Belt as described by Güldemann 2008). However, these are part of larger patterns holding across this part of Cameroon. The political and social fragmentation of the region is simply not conducive to there being any local center of innovation. Prestige relations, such as they are, operate in manner in which prestige centers appear to be located outside of the region (see, for example the discussion of Hamm et al. (2002:15) regarding community preferences for learning to read languages other than their own). We should recall that descriptive work on the languages of this region has only begun. So, isoglosses may emerge pinpointing some Lower Fungom villages as greater centers of innovation than others, though the real centers of innovation affecting the area will likely be found outside of the region.
While most of the prehistory of Lower Fungom is still to be determined, there are two transparent instances of language accretion in the region. These involve the presence of the Naki language at Mashi and a Ring language in Kung (see section 2). Therefore, on this criterion, Lower Fungom also shows characteristics of a accretion zone. When we look at the other languages of the region, the three one-village languages of Fang, Koshin, and Mbu', are good candidates for also being intrusive, though showing this conclusively will require connecting these languages to outside Bantoid subgroups. The Fən and Ji clusters, of course, are good candidates for having been in situ for a longer period of time given their geographic spread and related dialect diversification. 7 In this context, it seems worth adding that, in the two cases where language intrusion seems clear, Naki and Kung, the intrusion apparently came from different directions: Naki distribution outside of Lower Fungom is to the north and west while the Ring languages with which Kung is affiliated are to the south, suggesting that we are looking at an area that can serve as a general refugium for the immediately surrounding region, not simply an area reflecting an archaic language distribution from a north-south spread as might be believed if one were to take the notion of the Bantu spread too literally without assuming any subsequent reshuffling in its wake (see Vansina 1995 for a general critique of the Bantu expansion). for the pidgin to spread to a relatively remote inland region like Lower Fungom. In any event, 7 Oral histories of many of the region's villages explicitly suggest that its inhabitants arrived at their present locations via migrations (Hamm et al. 2002: 7) , giving possible evidence for additional language accretion, though these are a problematic source of information and cannot be lightly taken at face value (see, e.g., and Fowler & Zeitlyn's 1996 discussion of the uses and reliability of Tikar origin stories among groups in the Cameroonian Grassfields). 8 More recently, Troyer et al. (1995: 3) report that region has become home to refugees relocated after the 1986 disaster at Lake Nyos (Shanklin 1988 The picture of Lower Fungom that emerges from this examination is one where the region falls short of being a prototypical accretion zone, but, nevertheless shows several "accretion"
characteristics. In the next section, I will explore the significance of Lower Fungom's similarities and dissimilarities to the prototype.
Lower Fungom and accretion zone dynamics
In interpreting Lower Fungom as a kind of accretion zone, it should be made clear that the goal here is not to simplistically determine where to place the region within a prescribed typology of Fungom fit into such a refined typology?
First and foremost, we must recognize that the single most important historical event for the known linguistic history of the region is the Bantu expansion (broadly construed to encompass
Bantoid as well as Bantu). This language spread, whatever its internal dynamics, completely displaced whatever languages were earlier spoken in the area, thus giving a vast expanse of Subsaharan Africa a relatively homogenous genealogical profile. The factors underlying this spread are unclear, though work by Vansina (1995: 189-194 ) strongly suggests that, rather than giving a simplistic monocausal explanation (e.g., relating to food production or iron working technology), one must propose an explanation involving a mixture of multiple small-scale migrations of Bantu speakers accompanied by language shift (to Bantu languages) by earlier inhabitants of the present-day Bantu area. The key factors driving at least the early stages of the expansion in Vansina's view were cultural. On the one hand, the internal dynamics of Bantu societies fostered conditions favoring periodic migrations to new territories. On the other hand, the population densities of these Bantu societies, as compared to those they encountered during their migrations, would have given them a level of prestige which would have made shift to an arriving Bantu language desirable (Vansina 1995: 191-192 ). 9
Such a scenario can help account for the greater part of the geographic expansion of the Fungom presents us with an apparently interesting set of historical circumstances, one that may shed light on worldwide asymmetries in language distributions more generally, is an important first step towards obtaining more significant results, which I hope to be a topic of future research.
Crucially, we must acknowledge that Nichols' (1992) work is a prerequisite for being able to devise questions like those above. In a field that has been dominated by a cognitive, rather than a cultural, approach to language, issues relating to the geographic distribution of languages saw little attention during the latter half of the twentieth century. As such, Nichols' work is important not simply for its methodological advancements (see, for example, Haspelmath (1993) for discussion). Just as important is the fact that it sensitized us to detect important linguistic patterns that might otherwise have escaped notice, in this particular case, the similarities and dissimilarities of Lower Fungom to other regions of the world showing noteworthy linguistic "fragmentation".
We can conclude this discussion by noting that Lower Fungom offers an interesting opportunity. By virtue of being a relatively historically "shallow" accretion zone in terms of time depth and lineages, it should be possible to arrive at a clearer picture of the prehistory which resulted in the region's language accretion than for older accretion zones, making it an interesting case for studying accretion zone dynamics. The region's compact size is helpful in this regard as well, allowing a single research group to grasp its linguistic dynamics in a way that would be difficult, if not impossible, for a vast region like the Caucasus. Furthermore, limitations on genealogical diversity, number of languages, and ecological zones within Lower Fungom, will be able to serve as controls through which the importance of other factors can be explored more rigorously.
In the next section, I will try to generalize some of the lessons from this examination of Lower Fungom, by examining what impact work on areal typology may have in the domain of language documentation.
Linguistic diversity in space and time and language documentation
Typology and descriptive linguistics have enjoyed a healthily symbiotic relationship over the last decades, largely on account of the fact that both value rigorously applicable framework-neutral Thus, like all good typology, Nichols (1992) has important consequences not only for typologists but also for how the field worker approaches the problem of collecting data on under-researched languages, in this case expanding my own horizons beyond documenting a given language simply the way it happens to be now but also towards gathering data that can shed light on the dynamics that produced that particular language-and its linguistic ecology-in the first place.
10 Here one should note that the SIL-sponsored survey of Western Beboid of Hamm et al. (2002) addresses some issues like these, at least preliminarily. While the academic literature on language documentation has not focused on sociolinguistic documentation, the long-term language development goals of SIL have led them in this direction.
